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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bondo
It is a brand of putty of American origin that is used in automotive repairs. 

bonega
It's a way to call a Bone Mineral Density (BMD) test.  It is used to detect osteoporosis.  Em Esperanto language means
superb, excellent, excellent. 

bonete
The name of one of the four stomachs of ruminant.  Snood, cayo.  It is a type of hat or CAP that use clerics or prelates
of the Church.  The name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Albacete.  Type of German or German logo.

boneteria
It is a commercial establishment where they sell clothes and underwear. 

bong
In laboratory is the name of an instrument or glass device, used for filtration.  It is also called a pipe or water pipe. 
Cylindrical tube used for smoking.  Small narguile. 

bongo
In Colombia a Bongo is a cargo ship which is used in the large rivers of the Orinoco and the Amazon. It is the name of
one of the largest African antelopes, its scientific name is Tragelaphus eurycerus. The bongos or Bongo, is a musical
percussion instrument, membranophone, which has two concentric troncoconos United with a slat of wood.  Performer is
called bongosero.  It is widely used in Cuba.

boniato
It is one of the common names given in Cuba to sweet potato or taro.  It is a tuber similar to potato or Yam, although it
has a sweet taste.  It is native to the Orinoco and it was domesticated in the Peru.  Its scientific name is Ipomoea
batatas and is of the family Convolvulaceae.  Other common names such as: sweet potato, sweet potato, sweet potato,
sweet potato.

bonico
You want to say in a whisper, in whispers, very quietly, quietly.

bonitas
It is a qualifying adjective feminine, which means beautiful, beautiful, pleasant, attractive, beautiful, pretty, churras.

bonito
In biology, it is one of the common names for a marine teleost fish.  It belongs to the Scombridae family.  It is similar to
tuna.  It is also known as barrel, albacore or albacore tuna.  Its scientific name is Thunnus alalunga.  It is the name of
three municipalities in Brazil (States of Pará, Pernambuco and Matto Grosso do Sul).  Name of Italian village in the
Province of Avelino.  Como0 adjective means beautiful, beautiful, cute, attractive, graceful. 

bonito pesce



They are words in Portuguese language. They mean Bonito fish. Bonito is a marine fish abundant in the Atlantic Ocean,
in the family Scombridae. It is very appreciated and its scientific name is Sarda sarda.

bono
Artistic name of an Irish musician, whose real name is Paul David Hewson.  In Finance it is a value role, usually
represented by a debt title.  In Colombia it is a type of collaboration that many schools demand.  Paper that represents a
given value. 

bonobo bonoba
They are the names of male and female of a primate, also known as pygmy chimpanzees.  Gracil chimpanzee or
chimpanzee eneno. Its scientific name is Pan paniscus.  They belong to the family Hominidae. 

bononia
Roman name to the city and colony, which had been founded by the Etruscans, with the name of Felsina.  It is the name
in Romano, of several ancient cities : Boulogne-sur-Mer, in France; Vidín in Bulgaria; Banostor in Serbia and Bologna or
Bologna in Italy.  Name of an asteroid, named after the city of Bologna in Italy.  

bonso
I think Bonzo is more suitable, with z.  Refers to a way of calling Buddhist monks or priests.  It is a term of Japanese
origin.  It is also called bonzo style a way to immolate a person, impregnating himself with fuel and setting himself on
fire.

boñiga
In Colombia is the manure of cattle or cattle.  Excrement of the res.  Fertilizer natural, bovinasa, fiemo, Duff.  Cow poop.

book store
They are words of the English language. Literally it means Books store. Library.

boomer
It is an English language term.  It is the way to call the generation of people born in the post-war decade between 1945
and 1955.  They are also called baby boomers or masduritos.  They are sesentones or they begin to be setentones.  It
means that they thunder, that they sound, resonators, thunderers, that make themselves felt, that they give rise, that
they rumble. 

booster
It's a way to call a pressure brake or air brake.  Booster, sound or voltage. 

boque
block is written incorrectly and it should be written as "Boqueé, boqueó." being its meaning:<br>It is synonymous with
wheezing, panting, blushing, snorting or wheezing. Appetizer is breathing with difficulty. I boqueé and it boqueó are
some inflections of appetizer.

boqueburro
It is a pejorative term to refer to a person ugly or unpleasant factions.  In Colombia we say trompeburro, jeteburro.  It
also means big or outgoing jaw.



boquense
It can be related to the Barrio La Boca of Buenos Aires or a fan of the Boca Juniors football team.  Born in the La Boca
neighborhood in Buenos Aires.  Xeneixe , zeneize , bostero . 

boquete
Hollow usually large and round that is made in a wall.  Narrow entrance to a place.  Break made in a wall or wall. 

boqueto
In Colombia it is a very derogatory and offensive way to refer to a person who has cleft lip.

boquijo
It means shameless language and even blasphemies.  Serrano Speak.  A way of speaking prone to slander and
pandering.  Ordinary and vulgar language. 

boquinche
In Colombia it is a pejorative way to call a person who has cleft lip.  It is also used in the same way.

boquirroto
It's the way to call a speaker, chatty, loquacious or tongue. 

boquisucia
It means rude, vulgar, profane.  Who pronounces many vulgarities or profane words.  Foul-mouthed. 

boquisucio
In Colombia is a term used to designate a character foul, rude, vulgar, coarse, brazen, ordinary, coarse, gross.

boquín
In Ecuador it is a way of calling those who do not have teeth, grimace, toothless.  It is also a piece of bayetilla fabric,
narrow. 

bora
It is a Volkswagen car model that the company brought out in 1997.  Colombian indigenous tribe that was decimated at
the time of rubber fever.  They are found in the Departments of Amazonas, Caquetá and Putumayo.

borbojita
It is a diminutive of borboja.  It means produced by a burn blister.  Bubble.

borboleta
It is a Word of the Portuguese language that means butterfly, lepidoptero. 

borbollicos
Hot water splashing upward. Eruption of thermal water.



borbollito
Diminutive of borbollo, which in turn is the same as bubble.  Bubble.  Small borbollo . 

borbollocos
Spurting. Sprinkled with hot water. Emanation liquid from a fumarole or a thermal.

borbollones
It means stirred, with bobbing, blubing, bubbles or gurgling.  That bubbles or emits bubbles.  In Colombia it is also used
as a synonym heap or tumult.

borborigmo
It is the noise produced by the movement of gases in the intestine.  Gut noise. 

borboritar
It means bobbing, bubbling, gurgling, producing bubbles.  Eject bubbles or foam . 

borboteos
It means boiling bubbles by the heat.  Bubbling, gurgling I, I borbolloneo.

borceguí
It means boot, loot.  Shoes that cover above the ankle.  They are also called borcegos.

bordatxo tontorra
Bordatxo Tontorra is Bordatxo Summit or peak Bordatxo in Basque. It is 340 meters high and is a hill of Spain.

borde
It is a synonym of limit, border, margin, ribera, edge, edging, sardinel, kerb, lace.

borderline
It's an English term, which means border line.  Border, limit. 

borderó
In the insurance market it is a type of document in which an insurance company assigns some risks to a reinsurer.  It is
a word of French origin ( Bourdereau ).  It can also mean, box office, collection, money you get from tickets to a show. 
Another meaning may be payroll. 

bordón
In Colombia it is the same as cane, stick, cayndo, staff.  Madero or long rod used to support.  Boy Scoutstick.  It can
also mean guidance, support.

bore
It is one of the many names that receives a plant from the family Araceae, of edible tubers.  Among the many other
names it receives are: taro , otoe , bituca , pituca , yymp, Chinese potato, malanga, ocumo, cará.  Its scientific name is



Sculpted Place.

boreostemma
It means boreal ancestors.  That your family tree is Boreal, that its origin is Boreal.  It is the name of a genus of South
American Glyptodonts.  They were similar to the current armadillos.  It is found in Grupo Honda ( Colombia) formations.

borhyaena
It means voracious hyena.  it is the genus name of extinct marsupials that lived in the Cenozoic in South America.

boricua
It is the gentilicio hipocorístico from the Puerto Ricans.  Born or resident in Puerto Rico.  From Borinquen.  Friendly and
colloquial way of referring to the Puerto Ricans.

boriquillo
You mean little donkey.  Borriquito, burrito. 

boris
It is a male name of Gallic origin.  It means yellow hair, the one with yellow hair. 

borne
Each joint of the electrified ends of a battery or battery.  It is one of the common names of a silver in the family
Fanbaceae.  It is also known as codeo, broom or retamo.  Its scientific name is Adenocarpus complicatus. 

borneada
It is an inflection of clip, it means twisting, twist or turn to one thing.  Skirting.  Nautica is spin, twist, turn or change of
position which has an anchored boat due to the waves and the change in the direction of the wind.  Twist or turn.

borneo
It is the name of an island in Southeast Asia.  It is the third largest in the world, second only to Greenland and New
Guinea.  The term means located to the extreme, which is far away, at the end of the world.  At the limit.  In Attica, is the
circular movement to the site or anchoring point of a boat.

bornido
It means hanged, suffocated, strangled. 

bornizo
It is another of the common names that in some parts of Spain is given to the cork tree, cork oak or hat.  Its scientific
name is Quercus suber and belongs to the Fagaceae family. 

borofagínidos
It means they eat everything.  It is the castilianization of Borophaginae (subfamily to which the genus Borophagus
belongs).  They are prehistoric ancestors of the American canids.  They were known as bonebreakers, bone shredders
or bone eaters.



borona
In Colombia and some countries of the area means portion, small piece of bread.  Crust, morona, corrusco, cuscurro.

boronda
In the South of Colombia, especially in Nariño, it means short walk, walk, turn.  Name of a locality in the state of
California, in united States (Monterrey County).  Name of a variety of white beans. 

borondo
In Spain, sponge and soft bread.  In Colombia especially in the Valley, it means going out for a short and useless walk
with friends either by car or on foot. 

borophagus
It means you eat too much.  Gloton dining room, which eats by gula, tragon.  It was a kind of prehistoric dog from North
America.  It existed in the Miocene and pliocene.

bororo
It is an ethnic sub-group belonging to Fulani loa.  They are also called Wodaabe.  They are shepherds and nomads. 
They are located in the Sahel and migrations between Cemeru, Niger, Nigeria and the Central African Republic.

bororó
In Colombia and especially on the Pacific coast it means riot, noise, bustle, noise, usually expressing joy.

borra
Abrupt alquitranoso which is on the pools of sedimentation in a petroleum industry. Turning eraser.  It means delete,
delete.

borrable
It means that you can delete .  That allows to be deleted .  That it is not indelible or permanent. 

borracha
Woman under the influence of liquor.  Drunk, intoxicated, jincha, alcoholic.

borrachera
In Colombia it means dizziness, vertigo, lightheadedness, fainting, fainting, fainting.  It is also the product of having
taken liquor: drunkenness, pea, dog, drunken, Turkish, Kurdish, beodez.

borracheras
Plural of drunkenness .  In Colombia it means dizziness, dizziness, dizziness, fainting, fainting, fainting.  It is also the
product of having taken liquor on several occasions: drunkenness, peas,, drunkenness, Turkish, raw, beodeces. 

borrachero
It is the name of a plant from which is extracted the burundanga.  The plant is also known as Savannah cocoa or
floripondio (Brugmansia arborea, Solanaceae family).  Drug being removed is also called scopolamine or
methscopolamine an anesthetic alkaloid, which is very strong and overrides the will of those affected.



borrachito
Diminutive of drunk.  Derogatory way of referring to an alcoholic, drunk, drunk or taken.  In Colombia, especially in the
interior, is a sweet that has a small amount of anise liquid inside.

borrachitos
Diminutive and plural drunk.  Drunk, alcoholics, benevolts. 

borrachitos
Diminutive and plural drunk.  Drunk, alcoholics, benevolts. 

borrachitos
Diminutive and plural drunk.  Drunk, alcoholics, benevolts. 

borrachín
In Colombia, it is a colloquial way of calling a person who drinks or drinks very often.  Frequent liquor drinker.  Who lives
drunk.  Drinker, drunkard, alcoholic, drunkard. 

borrasca
In colombia we say to a growing storm sudden a river, avalanche.  It is also accompanied by strong winds and
thunderstorms, torrential rain.  Storm, Gale, temporary.

borrasca
In colombia we say to a growing storm sudden a river, avalanche.  It is also accompanied by strong winds and
thunderstorms, torrential rain.  Storm, Gale, temporary.

borrega
In Colombia is synonymous with sheep, cordera.  Cowardly, Submissive, docile person.

borrego
Very submissive and obedient person.  Person of great nobility.  Way to call a sheep cub, who is between 1 and 2 years
old.  It is also a type of small white cloud, rounded or cotton speck.  Last name of Spanish origin ( Galicia ) . 

borreguito
In Colombia we say Sheepskin to a breeding of sheep that is male.  Newborn ovejito.  Sheepskin, also in Colombia, is a
person who is very submissive, which is dominated by others very easily, pusillanimous, shy, docile and timid.

borreque
It is a tortilla or arepuela eating in Mexico accompanied coffee as a snack or snack.  The omelet is prepared with corn
and mashed fijoles.  Biscuit, Papayan, snacks.

borrera
Woman who executes or punishes with the death penalty.  Executioner woman (verduga) .  Penca verduga or strap to
whip the donkeys.  Name of a genus of plants in the rubiaceae family.  Relative to donkeys or erases.  Footprint or stain
that leave the erases.



borricos
It is the plural of donkey. Donkey is an animal, mammal, four-legged, the equidae family, also known as donkey, mule,
donkey, donkey. It is also used to define a crude person, animal, donkey, beast. It is a diminutive of burro.

borriguero
It is the common name of a type of lizards, which belong to the genus Ameiva.  We also call them matos or metallic. 
They belong to the family Teiidae.

borrilla
Lamb lanugo.  Immature hairs of a lamb.  Wool or sheep fluff.  It can also be diminutive of eraser.

borro
Tax that was paid for having lanar or sheep cattle.  Wool tax .  Also in Spain, it is a way to call an sheep or lamb that is
between 12 and 24 months old. 

borrrasca de viento y nieve
It is a phenomena typical of the winter season that is characterized by very strong winds, cold and falling snow.  
Snowstorm.

borsalino
It's an Italian surname.  It is an Italian brand of very fine felt hats.  There is also a hat with that same name, of the same
brand.  Name of a 1970 film, with Jean-Paul Belmondo and Alain Delon.  

borugo
It is one of the names given in Colombia to the known also with the names of Guagua, Lapa, Paca, Tinajo, or
Guartinajo, its scientific name is Cuniculus paca.  It is a medium reddish porte rodent.  It belongs to the family
Cuniculidae. Says so in Colombia to the person of nocturnal habits.

borusas
They are a waste of meat and pork rinds and fat remaining in the pans after frying.  They are highly sought after to fill
arepas, tacos, or tacloyos.  Other names such as chalitos, xalitos, gorduritas, chicharroncitos, tailings, six sorrapas has
them.  Practically at each site they have a different name and are so sought after that many times the seller part or
crushed pork rinds to sell faster.  Shredded pork.  Ground pork.  In Colombia we say resobado.

bos
It is the name of a genus of mammals in the Family Bovidae.  To him belong the oxen and the domestic cows.  Last
name of a Botanic and Dutch rowing athlete, named Jan Justus Bos.  His surname is used in botanical terms.

bosa
In Colombia is the name of a former municipality annexed to the Special District of Bogotá, today it is a sector and a
neighborhood of Bogotá.  Many years ago it ceased to be a municipality and only exists as Mayor Minor or Locality. 
Type of string used in navigation .  It is also the name of an Italian municipality in Sardinia, in the Province of Oristan.

bosal
It is a leather band or a string that is placed at the horses up the nose.  It is part of the head.  Part of the reins of a horse



that goes around the nose.  Most used with z (muzzle) and is generically used to determine the rope or strap that wraps
the snout of an animal to avoid it eat or bite.

bosco
It is a word of the Italian language that means forest, place populated by trees.  Surname of Italian origin.  Bosch was a
painter from the Netherlands, whose real name was Jheronimus van Aken.  He was also called Joen, Jheronimus Bosch
or Hieronymus Bosch.  Surname of an Italian saint, named Giovanni Melchiorre Bosco.  He was an educator and writer,
as well as a founder of the religious congregation of St. Francis de Sales (called Salesians).  He was also called Don
Bosco. 

bosconara
It is a type of Italian sauce, variant of carbonara.  In it the guanciale or double dies bacon is replaced by mushrooms or
mushrooms.  Name of a special spaghetti dish with that sauce and salmon. 

bosia
It is the name of an Italian town in the Piedemonte Region.  It belongs to the Province of Cuneo.  In Argentina it is a
surname of Italian origin.  Last name of an Argentinian actor whose full name is Jerome Giocondo Bosia . 

boso
The correct term is Bozo ( 41 z;. It is synonymous with moustache, moustache. Hair coming out on top of the lip and
below the nose.

bosorola
It is another way of calling the precipitate, cuncho, sediment, erases or seat.

bosón
It is a term used in Physics and especially Quantum Physics.  It is one of the two basic types of elementary particles that
exist in nature (the other type is the fermion).   It is characterized by having an integer spin.  It is so named because it
was dedicated to the Indian physicist, Satyendra Nath Bose. 

bosque
It means set of trees, grove, mall.  Froron, thicket, forest, mountain, jungle.  It also means confusion, entanglement,
disorder.  Name of neighborhoods in several cities of Colombia (Bogotá, Barranquilla and Ibagué). 

bosquejo
Improvised drawing that is done to explain something.  An improvised outline or exposure of something that can be
improved or changed.  First version of a work that is projected and that can be modified. Sketch , design , project ,
model .  Draft. 

bosquin
In Catalan, it means mount, scrub, stubble, weeds.

bosta
In Colombia is the manure of cattle or cattle.  Excrement of the res.  Fertilizer natural, bovinasa, fiemo, moniga.  Cow
poop.



boster
It is the castilianization of the word booster.  It's a compressed air brake.  Brake amplifier.

bostero
It was a way of offending The Boca Juniors fans.  The word bostero means that he walks among the droppings of
stables ( bosta ), either cow or horse.  The term is used by rival fans in their chants.  The original term was botero (boat)
because there in the neighborhood of La Boca many people related to them, making them, painting them or driving
them.  It was required to pass the river daily (Arroyuelo).  Today fans do not take it as an insult, but it is a source of pride
and is like a brand of origin.

bostezar
It is the action of opening the mouth involuntarily and also making a deep and prolonged inhalation.  It is usually caused
by tiredness, sleepiness, laziness or hunger. 

bostezo
Action and effect of yawning.  It means opening your mouth involuntarily and inhaling plenty of air in a deep and
prolonged way.  It can be an indication of sleepiness, laziness, tiredness or hunger. 

bosto
In Colombia is a very common brand of tablets and monitors.  In Mexico say you recently that in Colombia we call fish
widower.  It is a fish that is cooked wrapped in banana leaves.

bot
It is the abbreviation of Botany.  It is the science that studies the plants or plants.  It is the abbreviation of a Colombian
company of transformational consulting focused on issues of development and social impact.  It has headquarters in
Bogota.  (B). O. T.  It means Bases, operation and transfer.  Also in information systems and are computer programs
that speak as human.

bota
Colombia says it boot to the skin with leather which is Chamomile.  Boot is also a type of shoe with leather or rubber that
goes up to half of the leg.  Bottom of the trousers, sleeve.  Skin.  In Colombia boot also is a Cauca 40 southern region;
by the form of map, similar to the South of Italy )  )

botacarios
botacarios is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Apothecary" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
apothecary. A person who attends a pharmacy. Botica was the ancient name of drugstores and the main feature was
the prepare medicines according to the need of the patient. This currently occurs in homeopathic drugstores.

botacarios
botacarios is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Apothecary" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
apothecary. A person who attends a pharmacy. Botica was the ancient name of drugstores and the main feature was
the prepare medicines according to the need of the patient. This currently occurs in homeopathic drugstores.

botaduras
It is the action of throwing for the first time to the water to a ship or boat.  Baptism of ships.



botafogo
It means that it throws or emits fire.  A person who gets heated easily and is prone to stirring up dissension and
disturbances.  Name of a Brazilian football team, based in Riberao Preto, in the State of São Paulo.  There are also
Brazilian football teams called Botafogo in João Pessoa, Paraíba State and in Rio de Janeiro.  In Ibagué there is also an
amateur team called Botafogo and it has been founded for almost 70 years.  Name of Barrio de Rio de Janeiro . 
Nickname of a sixteenth-century Portuguese Navy galleon, whose real name was St. John the Baptist.  He was
considered the most powerful in the world at the time.  I had more than 1. 100 tons displacement.  Nickname of the
Argentinian guitarist Miguel Vilanova. 

botafumeiro
It is the name given to a container with a small stove and perforations that is used to burn incense, incense burners,
perfumes and essences.  It can also be called censer, turibulum? or timiatrio .  Cauldron .  It also means flattery. 

botalón
In Colombia, a boom is a big, thick, vertical tree that sticks in the ground in the middle of the stalls or paddocks.  Its
purpose is to serve as support in the tasks of livestock, Pitchfork, Pitchfork or ammarre.

botana
Boots, shoes, leather cover.  Protective leather which is placed to the roosters in fights of training so that they hurt. 
Used in the Caribbean, notably Cuba.  Light meal, snack, snacks, lunch and snacks.  Used in Central America.

botanofobia
It's hate or encouragement of plants.  Phobia of plants.  Phytophobia.  The main reason is due to the innate fear that
plants would consume a lot of oxygen at night, also for possible allergies they generate or for being hostesses of some
dangerous larvae.

botao
In Colombia it means generous, giving, broad.

botar corriente
In Colombia it is an expression that means to chat animatedly, to converse, to dialogue.  It is also used to warn that it is
about convincing someone to say or do something that favors us or suits us, so it also means convincing. 

botarata
In Colombia it is the same as wasteful, wasteful.  Botarate .  Person who spends his money in abundance, without
measure.  It can also mean tarambana, crazy, thoughtless, hasty, dazed. 

botaratas
In Colombia it is the same as wasteful, wasteful.  Boot.  Person who spends his money in a hurry, without measure.  It
can also mean tarambana, crazy, thoughtless, hasty, dazed.

botarate
A person who spends his money to two hands without punches or repairs.  Gaston gas-guzzling, crazy, tarambana,
wasteful, botaratas, botarata, spendthrift.



botarate o botaratas
In Colombia it is the same as wasteful, wasteful, spender, wasteful.   Person who spends his money in abundance,
without measure.  It can also mean tarambana, crazy, thoughtless, hasty, dazed. 

botarel
It is a term used Architecture.  It means reinforcement, support, buttress.  Machón to strengthen a wall.  Construction
parallel to the wall that receives the push of the aborter.  There is also Botarell (with double l at the end).  It is the name
of a Spanish municipality, of the Province of Tarragona (Comarca de Bajo Campo in Catalonia). 

botarse
In Colombia, it means being extremely giving, be botarate.  It means launching, disposed of.

botánica
Science studying plants or vegetable kingdom.  It is also the way to call the cure of diseases using herbal potions. 
Related to plants or woman studying vegetables.

bote
Boat stands for caneca, caneca to deposit waste in Colombia.  Small boat, without cover, and that sometimes helps with
a small candle.  Kite, I jump, I jumped, I roll.  Inflection of throwing away, which means throw, throw.  Boat, panga, boat.

botellas
Plural of bottle. Measure of capacity equal to 0.75 litres. Containers of glass or plastic for liquids.

botellazo
Blow or injury caused by a bottle. 

botellita
They are sweet shaped small bottles containing a small amount of liquor.  Used in the Dominican.  In Colombia we say
drunks, anisaditos or aguardiente.  They are not recommended for children.

botellón
Bottle augmentative.  Very large bottle.  Bottle in which 5 to 10 liters of water can be contained.  In Colombia it is also
the name of a gymnastic exercise in which an athlete tries to jump on another supporter on his shoulders.  Name of a
severe punishment site to inmates, consisting of a gap in the ground where a person barely fits. 

botero
In Colombia is the person who rents boats at an amusement park.  It is also the surname of a great sculptor and painter:
Fernando Botero.  Cuba is a conductor of almendron (driver enabled old vehicle to serve as a taxi).  Cuban taxi driver.

bothrochilus
It means very large fosetas.  is the name of a genus of large snakes belonging to the Pythonidae family.  It is known as
water python, white-lipped water python.

bothrops



He's got fosetas on his face.  He has eyes, pits on his face.  With holes in the face.  It is the name of a genus of very
venomous snakes in the family Viperidae.  In Colombia they are listed as fournarices, mapans or rotdoras.

botica
Boot Diminutive .  Footwear worn by young children.  Type of leather footwear that covers and protects the ankles.  In
Colombia it was formerly the same as drugstore or pharmacy.  Place where the apothecary serves.

boticario
In Colombia it is synonymous with droguista or pharmacist.  Person who attends an apothecary, pharmacy or drugstore. 
Person who issues medicines or drugs usually naturists .

botifler
Way of calling in Catalan the Philists or Borbonists, followers or supporters of the King of Spain or the Monarchy and
therefore contrary to the independenceists of Catalonia.

botija
It is a clay pot, round and short-necked, chorote.  Thief of the 34 programme; the Guy ".  Municipality of Extremadura in
Spain.  Fat, chubby, pot.

botijo
It means container or container to store liquids.  Cantar , jar , amphora , container , vessel .

botilito
In Colombia it is a way of calling a small bottle or a container where liquids can be transported.  It can be considered a
kind of canteen in the form of a bottle.  Small bottle. 

botina
Feminine of loot.  Small boot.  It is a type of shoe leather that covers the foot and ankle.  Loot.  Boot short or low shank

botines
Plural of loot.  It means guayos, shoes to do sport or play football.  Players recognized for scoring many goals or having
been left of goalscorers (gold, silver or bronze ankle boots).  Diminutive boot, small boot, short cane boot.  Type of
shoes worn by ladies, consisting of a short cane boot or anklet.

boto
It is one of the common ways to call the dolphin pink, tonina or buffalo.  It exists in the rivers of the Orinoco and Amazon
basins.  It is a mammal, not a fish, of the order of cetaceans.  Its scientific name is Inia geoffrensis and belongs to the
family Iniidae .  It also receives other common names : Pink Dolphin, Tonina, Bufeo, Goal Dolphin, Orinoco Dolphin,
Amazon Dolphin.

boto voto
Boto and vote, they are homophones.  Boto is an inflection of bounce, which means throw, throw.  It is also resortar
something plastic or elastic (rubber) in the soil, that of boats or jumping.   Boto also can be a leather or skin to store
wine.  Voting is the right pay, to go to an election.  Ballot, vote, offering, purpose or promise.



botolphia
It is the name of an asteroid (741). 

bototo
In Colombia and especially in Orocué, among the indigenous Sálibas, it is a traditional dance.  It is also the name of a
festival held in Orocué (traditional festivals).  It is one of the common names of a tree, also known as compadre,
godfather, majagua, frlechero, pore-pore or quinilla.  Its scientific name is Cochlospermum orinocentandse and belongs
to the family Bixaceae.  In Chile it is a shoe, clog or very large boot.  Large shoes.  In Chile and Ecuador it is also
synonymous with totuma or pot made from a pumpkin that is used to collect water.

bototos
Plural of bototo .  In Colombia and especially in Orocué, among the indigenous Sálibas, it is a traditional dance.  It is
also the name of a festival that takes place in Orocué (traditional festivals).  It is one of the common names of a tree,
also known as compadre, padrino, majagua, flechero, pore-pore or quinilla.  Its scientific name is Cochlospermum
orinocense and it belongs to the Bixaceae family.  In Chile it is a very large shoe, clog or boot.  Large footwear.  In Chile
and Ecuador it is also synonymous with totuma or vessel made from a pumpkin that is used to collect water. 

botón
In Colombia is a flower without opening, yolk, branch, Bud, Bud.  It is also a snap, clip, button closures, key, key, plug
switch.

botón de pánico
It is a device concealed the most strategically located that allows a person in a State of helplessness or critical situation
give notice to the authorities or to the Department of security of an anomalous and dangerous situation.  Does not make
noise, only emit an electronic signal which is received in security.   Alert button.

botrops
The correct term is Bothrops , with intermediate h .  It is the name of a genus of very venomous snakes, known as
velvet, padlock head, size X, fournarices, rot or venticuatro.  They belong to the Viperidae family.

botsuana
Botswana is incorrectly written and should be written as "Botswana / Botswana." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of
a country interiorano ( without costs ) of South Africa.  It borders South Africa, Namibia, Zimbabwe and Zambia.  Its
capital is Gaborone.

botuto
In Venezuela it is the common name of a very large sea snail.  It has shells exceeding 40 centimeters.  It is also known
as guarura, queen shell, shovel snail, giant snail or pink snail.  Its scientific name is Lobatus gigas and belongs to the
family Strombidae.

boudin noir
They are not words of Spanish language but French.  They literally mean black pudding.  It is actually a sausage with
blood of pork, pieces of meat, fat and other elements.  In Colombia we say Wallachian, blood sausage or black tubing.

boukha
It is the drink or liquor more emblematic of Tunisia.  They made it with the fermentation and distillation of figs.



bourride
It is a culinary speciality of the city of Sète in the South of France.  It means boiled.  It starts with white fish stew.

boutique
It is a term of French origin.  It refers to a small refined shop where fine and expensive garments and accessories are
sold for women. 

bouzareah
Bouzareah is the name of an Algerian city belonging to the Valiato or Province of Algiers.  In this city there is an
Astronomical Observatory.  It is also the name of an asteroid that was discovered in 2016 at that city's observatory.

bovarismo
It means chronic dissatisfaction.  It is also called Madame Bovary Syndrome.  State of permanent dissatisfaction on the
affective or loving plane.  Living disappointed. 

bovinofobias
Phobia of bovine animals (oxen, bulls, cows, calves). 

box
It is another way to call in flatter noses, the boxing sport.  Art of defending himself with his fists.  Word of the English
language that means box, box.

boxers
In Colombia it is an interior class for men with elastic and tight fabrics.  Shorts, pans, interiors.

boyacense
It's Boyacá's gentile.  It may refer to the municipality of Boyacá, in the Colombian department of the same name or to
the entire department.  Relative to Boyacá.  From the Municipality of Boyacá, of the Department of Boyacá.  Colloquially
the terms boyaco or boyacacuno are also used. 

boyal
It means relative or related to oxen or cattle.  It usually refers to the field where they graze.  Communal meadow,
dehesa.

boyante
It means that you are in a situation that is favorable to you, that you have happiness and prosperity.  Who does not
suffer from any kind of afflictions, hardships or needs.  It also means that it floats, that it does not sink or that it has no
weight to sink it. 

boyantes
They mean that they are afloat, which solvency. Who does not suffer from afujias ( troubles, needs ) economic, wealthy.
Prosperous, thriving, happy, lucky, opulent, rich.

boyardo



It was a noble title given to Slavic noble landowners in Romania, Serbia, Bulgaria, Russia and Moldova.  Slavic rural
nobility.

boyeral
Land dedicated to the communal pasture of cattle.  Boyal, dehesa, pastizal.

boyero
Person who does maintenance to buoys.  Dog specialized in the handling and driving of cattle.  Several breeds of
buoyant dogs are recognized.

boyé
It is a surname of an Argentine player who plays for Celta de Vigo, Lucas Boyé.

boyo
Member of a people of Celtic origin who inhabited the central region of Europe in Roman times.  It inhabited the Czech
region of Bohemia and Germania or Gaul. 

boyos
Name given to a people who inhabited the central region of Europe, the Czech region of Bohemia.  They were of Celtic
origin and also occupied Germany and Gaul. 

boyscout
It is an English language term that translates boy scout.  It can also be called a Scout.  Boy who practices Scouting,
which is a youth movement very practiced all over the world. 

bozal
They are structures of straps or strips of various materials (leather, fiber, plastic, fabric, canvas, etc.  ) , which are
adapted to the snout of an animal, to guide it and in some cases to prevent it from biting or to prevent it from eating.  It is
most commonly used in horses and dogs.  In the case of horses it is also called ronzal, cabestro or muserola.  Also in
some countries it is synonymous with mask, masks. 

bozalandia
In Bogotá is a sector of Bosa, called Iceland and is popularly called Bosalandia (with s).  By extension it is said so to the
whole town of Bosa, Bosalandia.  Currently, due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the widespread use of bottle caps, it has
begun to be called Bozalandia with z, referring to the bottle cap as a muzzle.  Paradoxically, it is an area of high
contagion. 

bozo
In Colombia bozo is hair or beard which grows to men above the upper lip and nose down.  Moustache, mustache, hair,
lint.

bozorola
It is the way the Ticos call the cuncho or borra del café.   In Costa Rica, it is the leftover ground coffee that remains
when it sneaks in. 



bólido
It means very fast, fast, unattainable.

bósforo
It is the name of a strait in Turkey, which separates Europe from Asia and links the Marmara Sea and the Black Sea. 

bóthuch
It is the same money called in Mexico Aguama.  It has almost a name by city or town.  Other names are Bothuch,
Bichicol, thistle, Chuqui, Guapillo, Guapilla, Huapilla, jocuistle, jocuitze, timbiriche.  It is having scientific name Bromelia
karatas and that in Colombia called cardo or Piñuela.

bóveda
It can be a way of calling a grave.  It also means in architecture arch, dome, dome, roof, pavilion.  Abside, crypt.  Part of
an enclosed and sealed construction, without openings. 

bóxer
Name of a breed of dogs of German origin.  Name of a glue widely used in shoemaking, created from Toluene and
Chloroprene.  Name of a type of men's underwear ( briefs ) .  In Mechanics, a type of engine that has cylinders of
opposite rows.  In Military Sciences, it is a type of multi-purpose armored combat tank of German-Dutch origin. 

braba
The name of a large drag network.   It can also mean thick, waxy, dense, thick, brabantine, colloidal.

brabán
In agriculture is a way to call modern or plough-wheel plough.  Plow that can be dragged to have wheels.

bracear
Mean swimming by moving your arms vigorously.  Move your arms wildly, almost compulsively.

brachylophus
It means small crest.  It is a genus of reptiles in the family Iguanidae.  They are found in Oceania.

brachymeles
It means short-legged.  It is the name of a genus of lizards in the family Scincidae.  They are known as sand swimmers,
corners or slycans.  They are found in Southeast Asia.

brachyorrhos
Short tail or butt.  it is a genus of species in the family Homalopsidae.  Only found in East Timor and the Moluccas
Islands.

brachypsalis
He makes short noises.  Short sounds.  It was a genus of extinct mustelids that lived in Miocene and belonged to the
Mustelidae family.



brachyurophis
Short-tailed snakes.  Blunt tail.  It is a genus of venomous snakes in the family Elapidae.  They are only found in
Australia.

bracier
bracier is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bra" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is bra ( the French
brassière ).  You want to tell BRA, Bustier, portabusto.  In Colombia we colloquially say parachute.  Female inner
garment to support the breasts.

brackets
It is an English language word that means support.  It has become an Anglicism used in Dentistry to refer to dental
supports or braces. 

bradipsiquia
It is a symptom reflected on psychological, mental slowness or thinking. You can basically due to Alzheimer's disease,
drug or alcohol use. In Colombia we say apelotardamiento.

braga
It is a surname of Portuguese origin.  It is the name of a city in Portugal and a region of the same country (District).  Also
in Spanish means underwear, cuckoo, interior, especially when it is a feminine underwear. 

bragadura
It means crotch or groin.  The muscular region of the body that joins the upper thighs and abdomen. 

bragas
Plural of braga .  It means calzón, feminine interior.  cuckoo. 

bragazas
It means pusillanimous .  Man who allows himself to be dominated by his wife.  Coward, sheep. 

braguero
In Colombia is the cuerdita where women hang her panties so that they dry out.  Site where dry panties.  A set of
panties, panties.

bragueta
Name given in armory of the metal piece that covered the noble parts of the knight or warrior.  Closure or opening that is
placed in the front of the pants. 

brahamanes
The brahamanes are the priestly caste of the Hindus.

braille
It is a surname of French origin.  Surname of the French pedagogue inventor of an alphabet for the blind.  His name was
Louis Braille.  It is used for reading, writing and musical notation.  Name of an alphabet for the blind, which is based on a



series of embossed dots.  Special reading, writing and musical notation system for the blind. 

brala
It is an inflection of bralar.  Bralar means clean, maintain, clean, improve.  Also used as a synonym for neat, meticulous,
obsessed by cleanliness and cleaning.

bralgu
It is one of the names designated by indigenous Australians as the island of death which they also call Baralku.  Name
of a mythical island, Paradise in Yolngu culture.  Kingdom of the goddess Barnumbir.  Place where the Djanggawul
(souls or spirits) come from.

brama
It is an inflection of ROAR.  It is cow calling her calf.  Voice of the cattle.

brambilla
The correct term is Brambilla ( it is an Italian surname ).  It is the surname of an Italian cyclist Gianluca, who belongs to
the professional team called Treck-segafredo in the United States.  It is a great climber.

branca
Branca is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese.  It means white.

brandeburgo
It is the name of a state of Germany.  It is also the name of a city in Germany, in the same state.  It is the Northeast of
Germany on the banks of the Havel River.  You can also say Brandenburg.

brasa
In Colombia it means blight, burning coal, lit charcoal.  As an adjective it means burning, fiery.  To grilled means roasted
to coal.

brasil
Name of the largest country in South America and whose capital is Brasilia.  It is one of the common names of a tree
also known as Pernambuco.  It is of the family Fabaceae and has by scientific name Paubrasilia echinata or
Caesalpinea echinata .  It is made of reddish wood (like an ember, hence the name). 

brasileño
It means that he is born in Brazil, the largest country in South America, originally from Brazil, living in Brazil.  Relative to
Brazil .  It may also refer to something derived or obtained from the brazilian stick, pernambuco or ibira pitanga .  Its
scientific name is Caesalpinia echinata and belongs to the family Fabaceae.  It means red wood.  Red or reddish. 
Reddish-tint, like a ember.

brasilero
Brazilian tree forest or brazilian stick.  Rodal of Brazil.  The brazilian stick is a tree, made of reddish wood, belonging to
the family Fabaceae.  Its scientific name is Caesalpinia echinata.  It is also called rubbing, pernambuco or brasilete. 
Person who works with this tree and this wood.  It is another way of gentile of a native of Brazil the South American
country.  



braso
Braso can be an inflection of brazing, which means placing in the heat of the fire or ember.  In Colombia there is Brasso,
which is a brand of a product that is used to shine oi polish metals (shine). 

brava
In Colombia it means Moody, angry, furious, raging.  Strong, bitter.

bravata
Demonstration of fury.  Expressions that show that you have anger, demonstration of bad temper. 

bravazo
Bravo augmentative.  Very fierce, very brave, very furious, bravado, wild. 

bravo
In Colombia it means angry, angry, malgenite.  Strong, rigid, moody character.  Name of a river bordering Mexico and
the United States.  It can also mean strong, spicy, aggressive, brave, wild, risky, daring.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin.  In Aeronautics it means the letter b . 

bravura
Quality of bravo .  Degree of fierceness of an animal.  It is also called the effort or courage of a person. 

brawler
It's an English term meaning troublemaker, agitator.  Person who makes a fuss, chaos or agitation. 

brayan
It is the Castilianization of the male name in English Bryan.  It is of Celtic origin and means strong, of great strength.  It
also exists as a Braian variant. 

brazal
Metallic element that aims to protect the arm.  Part of the armor that protects the arm. 

brazalete
Diminutive and derogatory bracelet.  It is a generally metallic jewel or other type of material, circular or oval or also
chain-shaped that is used on the arm or better on the wrist.  It is also often referred to as .  Bracelet.  It can also be a
metal part that covers and protects the arm. 

brazau
It's a word of the Asturian language.  It means stroke, which fits when you grab between your arms by joining your
hands.  It also means combined in god colors (usually one light and one dark).  Grass ration for cattle that fits between
arms.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be bellowed 40, to 41 ,

brazo
Part of the upper limb composed of bone called humerus and muscles called biceps ( it goes from the elbow to shoulder
). Mechanical extension to move loads.  Cranes. A political movement armed force. Fork of a river.



brazo de reina
In Colombia is a cake from sweet or rolled cake that is usually cut into medallions.

bráctea
In Botany is a foliaceous organ that comes out in the peduncle of a flower.  It is intended to protect it.  Modified sheets
are considered .

break-point
In the sport of tennis, breaking point.  It is a point that a tennis player gets when he is receiving service so he breaks the
service of the opposite.  Point earned when not being served.  Service break. 

breastox
breastox is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Breatox" as meaning:<br>Product that is injected into the
breasts of the women to improve them aesthetically.

brebaje
It refers to an infusion of herbs (herbs), preparation of herbs or vegetable juices.  Prepared that makes take a witch .  It
is usually bitter or unpleasant in taste.  Chalk, concoction, concoction, drink. 

brecha
In Colombia, gap is a gap between two things.  Opening, fissure, space, hollow, crack, crack, gap, hole, break, raja,
glimmer, hollow.  It also means sidewalk, path, trail, trail, way.

brechas
It means spaces, gaps, cracks, slits, cracks, cracks, cracks, cracks, perforations.  It can also mean roads, sidewalks,
trails.  Unpaved roads, paths, tracks.  Plural gap.

brechero
A person who revels in watching others in their privacy.  Voyeuristic, voyeur.

brecina
It is one of many common names given to plants of the genera Erica and Calluna of the family Ericaceae and some of
the family Fabaceae.  They are also called heather, biercol, broom. 

breda
Breda is incorrectly written and should be written as "Breda ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Breda.  It is the name of a city in the province of North Brabant in the Netherlands ( 41 Holland;.  It means wide.

bredo
It's another way to call the bledo, bleo, green bledo, green amaranth or turkey mucus.  Its scientific name is Amaranthus
viridis and belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  It is a very common plant in almost all the world.  

brefeldia
It means Brefeld, dedicated to Brefeld, referring to the great German mycologist Julius Oscar Brefeld.  It is the name of a



genus of fungus mixomycetes of the family molds belonging to the class Myxomycetes (Taxonomically not considered
fungi).  They have the appearance of a lot of flour or starch.

brega
It's a bregar inflection.  In Colombia it means insisting, competing, fighting, working, trajinar.  It is also synonymous with
struggle, dealing, work, difficulty, effort, contest.

bregandito
It is a colloquial way of saying fighting it, working it.  It is a colloquial diminutive of struggling, inflection of struggle, which
means fighting, fight.  deal, work, bustle, ajetrear is.

bregar
Do things with a lot of difficulty and a lot of effort.  That involves a lot of sacrifice.  Suffering, enduring fatigue or
exhaustion to achieve a goal.  Try, persevere.  fight. 

bregma
It's a Greek word that means forehead, top of the head.  It is the name of the anatomical point of the skull where the
coronal suture and sagittal suture meet perpendicularly.  In other words it is the point of the skull where the two parietal
bones meet the frontal bone.  There two right angles are formed.  It is the midpoint at the top of the frontal bone.

breiquear
It is a term derived from the English language (Brake-brake).  This word is intended to express : braking, sta curbing,
braking.

brema
It is one of the common names of a freshwater fish from the rivers of Europe.  Its scientific name is Abramis Brama and
belongs to the Carp family (Cyprinidae).  He also gets the name of talk.

brenalillo
It is a scrub or scrub of low dimension stubble or little abundant undergrowth.  Bush's little development.  It is also a dry
or arid land of little expansion.

brenca
It is a side or corner reinforcement of plaster and lime in a wall of a building.  Rammed earth.  It is also one of the
common names of a fern also called fern pozo, maidenhair, spider, diabolical, capilaria.  The scientific name is Adiantum
capillus-veneris and belongs to the family Pteridaceae.

brenda
It is a woman's name of German origin.  It means the one who is strong with the sword. 

brendelia-
It is the name of an asteroid (761).  It means dedicated to Brendel, in Honor of Brendel.  It refers to the German-born
astronomer Otto Rudolph Martin Brendel. 



breno
Name of a senon chief on the Adriatic Coast in the 4th century BC. C.  He was Gallic and is considered the first
barbarian to plunder Rome.  Name of a Brazilian footballer, who plays for Sao Paulo.  He acts as a defender and was of
Bayern Munich's squad.  Its full name is Breno Vinicius Rodrigues Borges .  Also in Peru there is a footballer named
Breno Rodrigo Naranjo Guerrini, who plays as a delnatero at Cienciano.  The name means king and is of Celtic origin.

brento
It is the name of a Monte in northern Italy, in the Province of Trento, Trentino Region.  It is located above the Valley of
Sarca.

breñadito
Diminutive of breñado.  It means covered in weeds.  Small area covered with undergrowth.  Tracejito. 

breñal
Site whose vegetation is stubble or weeds.  It means stubble, weeds, monte.  Brena, stubble or weed vegetation.

breñales
It means stubble, earthy, full of weeds.

breñas
It is a way to call the bushes, the stubble, weeds that invade a field and make it difficult for the agricultural or livestock
work.

brequear
In Central America means braking, braking, applying the brakes.  Staking.

bresca
It is a word of Celtic origin.  It means honeycomb.  Swarm.  Honeycomb . 

brescar
It can mean castrate, capar .  Remove male testes or gonads in males of any species.  It also means harvesting,
draining or tasting honey from hives or honeycombs.  It is a word of Celtic origin. 

bresleu o breslavia
Wroclaw is the name of a Polish city located on the banks of the River Oder.  The name of that same city in German is
Breslau.

brete
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia is a long and narrow path lined with fences.  Narrow corral where the cattle are driven.
 Trap species in which they are immobilized moving to flip them and be able to mark or vaccinate them.   On the Atlantic
Coast of Colombia means party, parranda, jolgorio.

bretema
brétema is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Brétema" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is brétema.  In



Galician language means fog.

bretzeli
Also called brislet or bricelet.  It is a type of sweet cookie of creamy consistency and of Swiss origin. 

breva
It is another name that is known to the Fig.  The result of the short or fig.  Its scientific name is Ficus carica.  It belongs
to the family Moraceae.  It has a fruit that is preparing a very delicious sweet.  In Colombia the figs with arequipe and
cheese are a delight for Christmas time.

brevaje
The correct term is concoction.  Mean drench, potion, potion, filter.  Ready cooked from macerated herbs.

breve
It happens in a small time span.  It has the quality of brevity.  Short, concise, summarized, succinct, limited, reduced,
ephemeral, temporary, transient.  It can also mean fragile, graceful, delicate.

brevilineo
It refers to a short text. Brevilineo means in a few lines, in extension in short, summary, short, few paragraphs or a single
paragraph.

brew
It is a word from the English language that can mean ferment (ferment), rest, prepare, manufacture or brew an infusion
(e.g. tea or brew beer).  It is also used to call beer.  Infusion, pócima, drink, concoction. 

brexial
In botany it is synonymous with Celastral.  It means that it belongs to the genus Brexiella.  They are usually climbing
slabs. 

brexitero brexitera
Brexitero or Brexitera is the English person who supports Britain's withdrawal from the European Union.  The term in
English and coined by themselves is "Breexiter", which means Bretain Exit.

brezina
It is another name that receives arganite.  It is one of the common names of the scientific name plant Calluna vulgaris of
the family Ericaceae.  It also receives the common names of arganite, biercol, heather, brecina, argaña, chupe.  It was
formerly used to make brooms to sweep.  It grows on barren soils and has medicinal uses.  It's one of Bach's so-called
Flowers. 

brezo
It is one of the common names of the scientific name plant Calluna vulgaris of the family Ericaceae.  It also receives the
common names of arganite, argagna, biercol, brezine, brecin, pacifier.  It was formerly used to make brooms to sweep. 
It grows on barren soils and has medicinal uses.  It's one of Bach's so-called Flowers. 



brécol
It is a variety of common cabbage.  In Spain it is a way of calling broccoli or broccoli.  Another way to call it is broquil or
broccoli.  It is a vegetable similar to cauliflower, but green in color. 

bribonada
Work of the rascal, bellaquería, mischief, rogue. 

bribri
It is one of the common names given to the Dipterys tree of the family Fabaceae panamensis.  It also receives the
names of baru, tonka, yellow almond, Cumaru, evoe.  It is a very tall, very humid forests tree.  It is the name of an ethnic
group from Costa Rica and also their language, which is of origin Chibcha is named.

bricelet
Mass for hosts, mass for wafers.  Very thin cookie to which sweet creams or salty creams can be added.  It is also called
brislet.  It is of Swiss origin, but very common in Argentina, especially in the Province of Santa Fe (Belgrano). 

briceño
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of Colombian General who participated in the Civil War of 1884.  His full
name was Manuel Briceño Fernández.  Name of several Colombian municipalities in honor of the general anteriosr, in
the Departments of Antioquia, Boyacá and Cundinamarca.  In Venezuela there are also 2 municipalities with the
denomination of Briceño: Justo Briceño, in the State of Mérida and Mario Briceño Iragorry, in the state of Aragua. 

brichero
It is the same as bridgista or bridgero.  Person fond of the game of bridge.  Colloquially, person who seeks to conquer
women from Europe or the United States to obtain a visa or residence. 

briché
It is the name of a French town in the Department of Essonne.  It is an English surname of French origin.  Name of an
English sailor who accompanied Pedro de Mendoza on the expedition and conquest of territories by the Río de La Plata.
 It is also a French surname.  André-Louis - Marie-Elisabeth Briche was a French General of the first Empire.

briclí
It means fight, rina, bunch, Brawl, get, Brawl, gazapera, mess.  It is also a very Dominican term.

bricolaje
They are small-scale manual jobs that a person does as an amateur (without help from a professional) and usually
homemade.  They can be crafting, repairing or maintenance and in masonry, carpentry, electrical or plumbing. 

bricoleur
It is a French language term meaning handyman.  Manually crafted improvised works, involving arming, pasting,
disarming, musing, tearing.  Crafts.

bricos
Plural of brico .  It means sandy.  Sandbanks, pitfalls in the sea.  It is also considered synonymous with hardware store. 



brida
They are structures of straps or strips of various materials (leather, fiber, plastic, fabric, canvas, etc.  ) , which are
adapted to the snout of an animal, to guide it and in some cases to prevent it from biting or to prevent it from eating.  It is
most commonly used in horses and dogs.  In the case of horses it is also called ronzal, cabestro or muserola.  Also in
some countries it is synonymous with mask, masks.  In Mechanics it is a flat roundel that is located at the ends of a tube
and that has several holes that allows it to be firmly coupled with another by inserting screws and nuts.  Attach. 

bridgero
It is the same as brichero, bridgista, bridge player, passionate about the game of brigde. 

bridón
It can mean rider, person riding horses.  It can also be an augmentative flange or strap with which the horse is handled. 
Large and strong flange.  It can also mean horse.

briefing
It is an English language word meaning instruction or instructions.  Name of a brief or short brief briefing.  . 

brievabradys
It means the Brady tribe of Brieva or like them.  Small.  It is a genus of fossil sloth in the family Milodontidae.  He lived in
the Cenozoic Era in North America.  Brady was the name of a remote pre-Hispanic tribe and Brieva a town in the
province of Avila.

brigantino
It is another of the gentilicios that is used for people born in La Coruña, Spain.  Coruñés, Herculino .  Relative to La
Coruña ( of Brigantia ) . 

brigida
The correct term is Bridget.  It is a woman's name.  It is of Celtic origin.  It means the victorious, which is stronger. 
Variant Brigitte.

brigido
It is a name of male of Celtic origin and means the strongest, the victorious.  It's the male version of Brigid.  Colloquial
name that Venezuelans give to the National Olympic Stadium of Caracas.  It is called Brígido Iriarte and was given that
name in honor of a prestigious athlete, who competed in the jump with garrocha.

brigu
Bhrigu is best indicated.  It means bright, shining, lightning.  It is a Sanskrit term of origin.  It is the name of one of the
seven great sages of Hindu mythology ( Saptarshis).  It was one of Prayapatis (Lords of Creatures) created by Bhrama. 
Member of a tribe or clan of Hindu religious warriors, called bhrigus or bhárgavas.

brillantina
It is a cosmetic product used to fix hair.  The name of a 1978 music film whose original English title was Grease.  It was
directed by Randal Kleiser and starred John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John.  In many countries it was also called
Vaseline. 



brillo
Intense, very clear light that is reflected or emitted by a body.  It means brightness, radiance, luminosity, radiation.  It
can also mean figuratively show, notoriety, popularity.  Shine.  Inflection of shining .  In Colombia it is also polishing,
embolar.  Name of a song by J Balvin and Rosalía. 

brimbán
In Dominican Republic, you want to tell rina, fight, get, mess, mess, disorder, chaos, Brawl, zaperoco.

brinca cuica
Person who does not respect or not interested in the rich or wealthy.  It disrespects, disregards or ignores the high social
class.  It is a Chilean expression.  In Venezuela it is used how envious, resentful, selfish.

brincadora
feminine of jumper.  Means Acrobat, kite, saltibanqui.

brincotear
In Colombia he means brinconear.  Jumps or hops give the children playing.  Skip, give jump, jump.

brincón
It means stupid, annoying restless child in Colombia.  hyperactive.

brindon
It means intruded, impertinent, abusive, harassing, foolish, fastidious.

brinquito
Diminutive of brinco.  Little jump, jump.  Saltico. 

brinza
Plant with thin stems, young tree plant.  Chamizo, shrub.

brinzal
The mountains are divided into three classes according to their height: seedling, Latisal and Fustal.  Seedling is the first
phase of the trees, or the smaller, its growth is still primary.  In secondary growth starts thickening of the trunk.  Natural
regeneration, young trees.  Trees with very thin stems ( less than 10 cm in diameter.

briología
Biology Branch.  Science that studies mosses, lichens and livers.

briones
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of La Rioja.  It is the name of a
locality in Pinar del Río (Cuba).  It is also the name of a regional natural park in California.

brionia



Walnut .  It is one of the common names given to climbing plants that possess tendrils and belong to the family
Cucurbitaceae.  Plant belonging to the genus Bryonia .  They are also called aguilonia, amorca, melonera, vine, grape,
vine, tendril. 

briorriza
I think that they ask for Bioriza.  If so, is the name of one a Spanish technical company comprised of agricultural
engineers and biologists, specializing in the production of the Iberian Peninsula and the Balearic Islands, endemic plants
and plants adapted to the Mediterranean climate.

briosos
It means that they have much brio.  Vigorous, strong, heady, tough, dashing, thriving.

briqueño
It means concerning or related to Briquez.  Beiquez is a surname in Argentina of Spanish origin and the name of a small
Spanish village.

bris
It is a word of the French language, meaning broken, broken.  Saint Bris is the name of a commune of France and a
white wine (Charente-Maritime département, in the arrondissement of Saintes).   It can mean cold, low temperature, icy. 
Le Bris, is a surname of a famous French aviator and navigator, named Jean-Marie Le Bris.  He was a pioneer in flying
gliders.   . 

brisa
Wind current.  Mean soft wind, ventorrillo.  blow, breath, Zephyr, air.

brisar
Colombia has two different meanings: vent gently and soft rain, drizzle.

brislet
It is also called bricelet.  is a masita or sweet pastry of Swiss origin. 

brisvany
It is a woman's name usually written with and. In some cases I have seen it as Brisbani. I asked the reason for the
name, and told me the person meant that in Brisbane, Australia was ( They allegedly wanted to say by Brisbanense or
Brisbanes ) Brisbani. In Casanare, (  ( Llanos of Colombia ) they are common rare names, for example I know a girl
called USNAVY.

brita
It is one of the abbreviations used for Great Britain.  British or British.  Name given to an asteroid 1071.  Name of a
German company specialized in manufacturing water filters.  Name of the stadium of Wiesbaden, Germany
(Brita-Arena).  It is home to third division team SV Wehen Wiesbaden.  It was inaugurated on October 11, 2007. 

britani
Britani or Britany is a name of woman of English and French origin.  It means British, who comes from Britain.  Variant:
Brittany.  It is also a breed of dog of French origin.



britannia
It means land of the Bretons.  Name given by the Romans to the Island of Great Britain.  Name of a yacht or ship
representing the British Navy, which was used by Queen Elizabeth, later converted into a hospital ship and is currently a
museum ship in Scotland.   The name of a television series. 

británico
Native of the Island of Great Britain.  Person born in the United Kingdom, English.  Concerning Great Britain or the
United Kingdom.  British, Anglo. 

brithany
brithany is incorrectly written and it should be written as Brithany ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Brithany ( it is proper name ).  Variant: Brittany.  It is a name of English origin woman and means of Britain, British, the
land of the Britons.

britney
It is a name of English origin.  It means originating in Brittany (the French region).  It is considered a variant of Brittany. 
Name of American singer known as Britney Spears.  Her real name is Britney Jean Spears.  she is also a dancer,
composer, actress and fashion designer. 

brito
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a variety of branched stem cabbage.  Surname of Mexican actress, born in
Cuba, called Livia Brito pestana.  Surname of vallenato composer, called Silvio de Jesus Brito Medina, better known as
Silvio Brito. 

brixia
The correct term is Brixia ( it is a proper name ).  It is the name which at the time of the Roman Empire had the today
city of Brescia in Italy.

brizar
It is gently rocking a child in the cradle.  It means cuddling, cooing, cunear, rocking, balance.

brizna
It means minimum amount of something.  Pizca , tris , particle .  It can also mean thread, filament, thread, len.

brígido
It is a male name of Celtic origin and means the victorious, the winner, the one who is strong.  She's a brigid's feminine. 
In Chile the word is used to refer something dreadful or horrifying.  Name of a great Venezuelan athlete named Brígido
Iriarte, who by the way is also the name of the National Olympic Stadium of Caracas. 

brío
It means strength, strength, vigor, strength, momentum.  Energy , thrust . 

bro
It means brother or sister in English.  It may also refer to a very close or close person, endearing friend.  Carnal.  He's a
brother's apocope. 



brobo
In Australia it is the name of a well-known brand of tools.  Brobo manufactures a wide range of industrial metal saws,
pedestal drills, grinders and specialized machinery.  It is also a supplier of high and low volume precision precision
machined parts and components.

broca
The drill rod.  Pointed part of the hole that opens holes.  Punch, awl.  The bit is also the name of a plague that affects
coffee, caused by an insect whose larvae attack cherries.  Its scientific name is Hypothenemus hampei I, known as
borer, weevil, drill or bit of coffee.  It belongs to the family Curculionidae.

brocal
It is the name of a parapet or Hulk that is placed for security around a well.  Banister, parapet, edge, emphasize, barrier,
parapet.

brocha
Brush is a tool that is used to paint.  Brush.  Brush, cerdamen, Paintbrush, brush.  Brush Colombia, colloquial way it
means coarse, regular, coarse, crude, rudimentary, rustic.

brochazo
In Colombia and colloquially, it means touching a topic in a superficial, summary way.  Enunciate something without
delving into it.  Synthesis, extract .

broche
Metallic element of two-piece plug-in that replaces buttons. In Colombia you mean hook, insurance, safety pin.  Also
referred to as snap to a gem that has a PIN to secure it to the bodice as well as stone or precious metal.

brochina
Cold wind that hits Madrid in winter.  It is usually accompanied by dim rain or snow.  Blizzard.  It is also often referred to
as bronchina.

brochón
In Colombia means bigoton, Very populated and thick mustache.  large and wide brush.  Also in Colombia means very
ordinary person, enough ,

broco
It means mocho, he lacks a finger of the hand.  That's how.

brodio
I think the question is for bodrio.  If so, bodrio is a poorly prepared or decomposed stew.  It is also a very poor quality,
poorly made, bad taste or boring thing.

brogó
It is a trimmed and very thick barrel carbine.  Heavy-gauge and very large cartridges.  It is similar to the changon or
grenade launcher.  This term is used in the Dominican.



broma
In Colombia it means chanza, usually heavy and in bad taste.  Mofa, joke, mockery, joke, chacota.  It can also mean
bulla, noise, fuss, algazara.

bromalina
I think they're asking for bromelain.  If so, it is a substance contained in pineapple.  It's the name of an enzyme that
undoes proteins.  It has the same properties of pepsin, which is part of gastric juices.

bromance
Bromance is an afer or love for the moment, transient romance.  Romance prank.  In Colombia we say of a recocha or a
rumba.  Romance without transcendence.  Hesitate.

bromato
It's the name of a bromine salt.

bromelias
Bromeliads are plants that belong to the genus Bromelia family Bromeliaceae. Generally these are epiphytes. They are
very important because they are originating and moorland and its foliage retain water which will be releasing slowly. To
this family belong the bromeliads, Los Cardos, La Piña and La Pita.

bromidrosifobia
It is the aversion to the smell of sweat or perspiration.  Annoyance from sweat or perspiration. 

bromita
Diminutive of joke .  Light chanza .  Also in Mineralogy is the name of a mineral containing Bromine.  It is also called
green silver, bromargirite, bromirite, bromyrite. 

bromo
Word of Greek origin meaning stench, pestilence.  It is the name of a chemical element, its symbol is Br, its Atomic
Number is 35.  It is a reddish, volatile and thick liquid.  It is also called liquid fire.  belongs to the Halogen group.  It is
obtained by distillation of some brines and is used in medicine as a component of compounds to control epilepsy or as a
sedative.   Bromo is also the name of a volcano in the Tengger massif, on the Island of Java, Indonesia.

broncenia
The correct term is bronze.  It is the "accumulation" of Bronze in the blood.  It is also called modern oenfemity or tanosis.
 This is actually a term used to refer to the "disease" suffered by many people who have excessive conceit and believe
themselves superior to all others.  They think they are gods and deserving of a statue or at least a bust.  It is mostly
used in the Medical Guild.  Egolatra, extreme egomaniat.

bronceosis
Excessive pride or excessive vanity.  It's the "accumulation" of Bronze in the blood.  It is also called modern enfemety or
bronze.  This is actually a term used to call the "disease" suffered by many people who have excessive conceit and
believe themselves superior to all others.  They think they're gods and deserving of a statue or at least a bust.  It is
mostly used in the medical guild.  Egolatra, extreme egolatra. 



broncoscopio
In Medicine is the name of a device that is used to look internally at the lungs and airways.  It is usually a flexible tube
about one centimeter in diameter and about two feet long.  It can also be useful for internal lung washes, sampling or
even placing a stent.

bronte
Name of a village and a beach in the city of Sydney, Australia.  Last name of an English writer named Emiliy.

brontes
In Greek mythology he was one of the Cyclops sons of Uranus and Gaia.  It means the one that thunders or rumbles. 
He was a one-eyed giant, brother of Estéropes and Arges.  He was very short-tempered, but excellent craftsman. 

brontofobia
It means they fear to lightning, lightning or thunder.

broquel
It is a small defensive shield of wood or cork.  Lapel shield.  It can also be a small iron or steel cap or an earring of the
same material.  In marineria is the position in which the sails remain when they are maneuvered over them so that they
receive the wind by the bow.

broquelejo
Derogatory of broquel .  Small shield, shield .  It is one of the common names of a herbaceous plant.  Its scientific name
is Piper umbellatum and it belongs to the Piperaceae family.  

brosa
In Geology and Edaphology it is a type of soil of low plasticity and calcareous origin.  It is widely used to make subbases
and roads, as it is easy to compaction, a lot of cohesion and resistant to rain. 

broseros
broseros is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Broceros" as meaning:<br>Broseros is misspelled. The right
thing is broceros. It refers to people who are dedicated to gather brushwood. Brushwood is the set of waste consisting of
leaves, branches, and stems that you produce after pruning the trees. It runs with a device called a brush cutter or
brozadora.

brotados
Plural of sprouting .  Inflection of sprouting, which means exit, manar, emerge, emerge, germinate.  In Colombia it
means that they have rash or that welts or grains appeared on their body.

brotaduras
Mean fumes, rashes.

brother
Outside of the known English language (brother) is a very popular brand of typewriters.  It is produced by Japanese
Brother Industries, Ltd.



broza
They are all the waste that is generated in the coffee soca.  It consists of leaves, branches and other plant residues. 
Soca is the pruning activity of the branches of the coffee bush.  By extension is all kinds of plant waste that is generated
in pruning.

brozas
In Colombia is synonymous with branches ( 41 tree branches; The machine that cut and chop the branches of the trees
call brush cutter. Branches of the trees.

brócolis
It is the plural of broccoli.  Is a plant genus of the family Brasicaceae ( previously called Cruciferae ) whose scientific
name is Brassica oleracea italica, which varieties are spinach, cabbage, kohlrabi, and cabbage.

bróder
Broder is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Brother" being its meaning:<br>It is the muteness of the English
word brother. It is used by the majority of Latino immigrants, who often write words as pronounced them to defend
themselves more in the English language without worrying about writing.

bruaro
It is a Domain or domain, email address used by several people, including Bruno ring ( Argentine ) and Bie Ruaro (
Philippine ).

bruchsalia
It means dedicated to Bruchsal, in honor of Bruchsal, which is the name of a city in southern Germany.  Designated
name to an asteroid (455). 

brudú
The correct term is Brudu!.  It is an exclamation that is released to a fall of bruces on horseback.  Used in the
Dominican.

bruja
In Colombia it tells witch a woman grumpy-looking, necia, and problems.  A woman who knows magic, tarot and
esotericism.  Witch, magician, fortune teller, Seer, old agorera.  Book of the Colombian writer Germán Castro Caycedo.

brujería
Acts performed by witches or sorcerers.  Sorcery, potion, brew, drink.  Type of beliefs and rituals practiced by witches or
witches.  Name of several songs by various performers (Shaquira, Son de Sol and Grupo de Deathgrind, among others).
 Name of a film directed by Christopher Murray (2023). 

brujo
It means sorcerer, person who practices witchcraft.  It also means magician.  Charming, fortune teller, seer, doomsayer,
aojador.  Another meaning is false, fraudulent or difficult to untie (knot). 

bruma
Little dense fog or mist.  Weather phenomenon in the air that manifests itself with a little dense fog and causes darkness



or opacity in the atmosphere.  Inflection of brumar which means darkening, oversteering or also lacking clarity in
thoughts. 

brumido
It means shaped tassels or lumps.  Having a cauliflower appearance.

brumir
It means giving appearance of lumps or tassels.  Shape tassels or lumps, give the appearance of a cauliflower. 
Thicken.

brunch
He is a gringo term.  It is a meal of mid-morning that customarily the Yankees, similar to that in Colombia we call
mediasnueves or mediamanana.  It is an intermediate food in the morning.  The term is formed from match the words
and 40 b; breakfast ) and lunch ( lunch ).  It is the responsible for very overweight or obesity in that country.  Snack.

brunida
It is a name of Germanic origin and means the warrior.  Bruna Variants, Brunilda .  There is also the theory that it is of
Latin origin and means brown skin.  Another variant : Brunella .

bruno
It means brown skin, brown.  It is a male name of Latin origin. 

brunoise
It is not a word the Spanish language but French.  It is a special form of cut the vegetables into very small cubes. 
Initially Julienne are made and turn to finish cutting the strips into small squares.

bruño
It's another way to call the plum tree plum.  It is also an inflection of burnishing, which means polishing, shining,
polishing, rubbing, smerilarating.  Sanding, polychar. 

brurusa
I think they're asking for a burusa.  It is a term used in Venezuela and some parts of Colombia.  It means small amount
or small portion or particle.  Small piece.  Minimum profit in a business.  It can be considered synonymous with
chichigua, pite, borona, pucho, pizca, miga, migaja, nimiedad.

brusca
It means he's acting abruptly.  Rude, rough, rude, rough.  It lacks softness.  It can mean sudden, unexpected, sudden,
unforeseen, fast.  It is one of the common names of a plant for medicinal uses.  Its scientific name is Cassia occidentalis
or Senna occidentalis.  It belongs to the fabaceae family.  It is also called sleeper, martinique, hedionda grass, silver. 

bruto
Animal, beast.  By extension, a person who does not reason or does it wrongly.  Foolish, incapable, clumsy, vicious. 
Horse, equine, mule.  One of the names of a Roman politician and soldier of the final stage of the Republic.  His full
name was Marcus Junius Brutus.  He participated in the conspiracy against Julius Caesar. 



bruxismo
It is a term used in Medicine and Dentistry.  It's the bad habit of grinding your teeth.  It is also called bricomania or
briquismo.  Ranger mania or gnashing your teeth.  It is generated by stress. 

bruzar
You want to use the bruza to clean, wipe with the bruza.  Clean the horses with a strong, long, and thick brush.  It is also
clean the types or molds of a printing press.  Brush.  Not be confused with Bruxing (with x) which means do teeth
grinding.

bruzual
It is the name of a Venezuelan municipality in the State of Apure.  There are also municipalities with the same name in
the states of Anzoátegui and Yaracuy.  Bruzual is a Venezuelan surname of several politicians and military.  Manuel
Ezequiel Bruzual became Provisinal President of Venezuela.

brújula
Element that serves to orient yourself.  Element consisting of a magnetized needle.  Device that serves us to orient
ourselves. 

bryan
It is a male name and also a surname of English origin.  The name is of Celtic origin and means the one that is strong,
powerful.  The Bryant variant exists.

brygmophyseter
It is a genus and a species of cetacean odontoceto already extinct predecessor of the current sperm whales that lived in
the Miocene in the Japan

buacar
It is the name of an Argentine company dedicated to the lighting technology.

bubastis
It was the name of an ancient Egyptian city, located in the Nile Delta.  In Arabic it was known as Tell Basta and in
ancient Egyptians as Per-Bastet.  It was the center of religious worship to the goddess Bast or Bastet (cat or woman
with lioness or feline barley)

bubinga
It is the name of a timber tree from West Africa.  Its wood is very valuable for having a natural pink color, being hard,
heavy and very resistant to moisture, fungi and insect attack.  Its scientific name is Guibourtia demeusei, it belongs to
the genus Guibourtia and the Fabaceae family (Leguminosae). 

bubo
Bubo is the name of a genus of birds in the family Stringidae.  Owls or horned owls comprise it.  There are about 20
species distributed throughout the world.  They are larger-sized owls that currently exist.

bubonocele
It's a popular way to call an inguinal hernia.  Inguinal protrusion.



bubonorrexia
In Medicine, it is the name of a type of intestinal hernia that lacks a sac or bag.  A very difficult hernia to detect.

bubu
In the comic strips, Bubu, is the name of the Yogi Bear's teddy bear. 

bubulina
Last name of a heroine from the Greek War of Independence.  Its full name was Laskarina Bubulina .  Laskarina
Bubulina, was born in Istanbul in 1771.  Name of a song by an Argentine rock group, called The Bird Making Machine. 
Name of a female character of the play, Zorba, the Greek (actually, is the name of a cat).  Bubulin is also the name of a
substance that is extracted from bird manure (guano) or animals.

bubú
Name of the Little Bear, friend of Yogi Bear, Hanna-Barbera cartoon character.  In Ornithology it is the common name of
some African birds of the genus Laniarius, in the family Malaconotidae.  In Colombia it is a popular way to call a ghost or
scare.

bucanero
It was essentially a Hunter of wild animals in Haiti, at the time of the American conquest.  It was also so called to a type
of pirate that assaulting Spanish ships in the Caribbean, generally of French origin.  Filibuster, adventurer, Bandit,
outlaw and Corsair.  It can also mean Hunter.

bucaporta
It is a control book that is carried in the ports and on each ship that carries cargo or goods.  It records receipts and
deliveries of goods.

bucaram
Formerly it was the name of a thick and coarse fabric.  It is also a surname of Lebanese origin.  Surname of former
Ecuadorian president, whose full name is Abdalá Jaime Bucaram Ortiz. 

bucardo
It was a kind of wild goat, also called a pyrenaic goat.  He is believed to have disappeared about 20 years ago. 

bucaro
The correct term is buffalo, with tilde.  It means vessel, container, bowl, jar, glass.  In Colombia it is a way to call a
bumangués or a person from Bucaramanga, a city of the Department of Santander, of which it is its capital.  The fan of
that city's football club, Atlético Bucaramanga and also a tree, is called a buccaneer, which is also known as anaco,
anauco, buffalo, elequeme, gallito, bucayo or pízamo.  Its scientific name is Erythrina fusca and belongs to the fabaceae
family.  

buccelado
It is a disused term that was defined as small mouth of fish, crustaceans or insects (Biology).  Also buccelatto, it is a
traditional Sicilian cake and translates nibbled.  It is also called cucciddatu.  It is filled with dried figs, raisins, almond,
orange peel and other ingredients.  It is customary to consume at Christmas. 



buccellatum
Roman crackers.  Dry and hard bread from Roman sailors and gladiators.  Its elaboration is simple: water, wheat and
salt, baked until there is no moisture left. 

buccula
It's the same thing that it's a lot of money.  In Entomology are some of the raised plates or ridges under the head on
each side of the insect tribune of the order Heteroptera.  They're called aquatic bed bugs.  In ancient times they were
metal sheets that were part of the hulls of the soldiers.  His function was to protect the face and especially the cheeks.

bucculina
It is also called buculin or holotrix.  It is a vulgar name and generic name of a class of orchids in the family Orquidiaceae
(genus Holothrix).  They are found in Namibia.

buceo
It is an inflection of diving, which means swimming underwater, diving or skidding.  It's a sport through which I swim
underwater.  Underwater activity . 

buceros
In zoology are Hound dogs of black snouts.  Plural of bucero.

buceta
The correct term is transfer.  Small bus.  In Colombia is a vehicle used to transport less capacity than a bus.  It is smaller
than the bus.  carrying about 20 passengers, while the bus transported about 40.  Buceta ( c ) It is a vulgar word in
Spain.

bucéfalo
It means bull's head or ox head.  Bovine head.  It was the name of Alexander the Great's horse.

bucha
It is the same as piggy bank or piggy bank.  Closed container used to store coins.  Bucha is also the name of a city in
Ukraine. 

buchaca
In Central America it is a leather bag.  Beef leather bag.  Tronera of the pool table. 

buche
In general in Colombia is the stomach of birds gizzard.  By extension and colloquially also means belly, paunch,
stomach pouch.

buchi
It is an expression used to scare off animals, especially birds.  It is also the name of a brand specialized in laboratory
equipment at the industrial level.  They specialize in extractors, dryers, evaporation equipment, spraying and
freeze-drying.  It is over 80 years old and operates worldwide.  Also in Colombia is an apocopada and disguised way of
saying buchipluma, which means lazy, cowardly, chicken.



buchipluma
In buchipluma Colombia is the person that says a lot, fafarronea or boasts much, but when the truth does nothing.  It is
synonymous with loose cowardly, boastful, talkative.  That promises and does not meet.  Unfulfilled, insignificant.

bucho
It is a term of the Portuguese language, which means stomach, belly, gut, buche.  It also means in Portuguese, coconut.
 Name of a dish in gastronomy, which is made on the stomach of the res. 

buchón
It means of buche or big belly, belly.  Variety of pigeon that has the property of inflating the buche during courtship
(domestic pigeon).  Common name given to an aquatic plant that is also known as hyacinth, water lily, camalote,
aguapey, lettuce? tarope, tarulla or reyna.  Its scientific name is Eichhornia crassipes and it belongs to the Family
Pontederiaceae.  Belly, panzón . 

buchú
Dominican mean potentate, opulent, wealthy, rich, millionaire.  Person of good financial solvency.

bucino
It means horn or horn-shaped.  Asta.  In Biology it is the name of a genus of marine molluscs or marine snails belonging
to the family Buccinidae.

bucínidos
It is the castellanization of Buccinidae.  It's the name of a family of sea snails.  It means horn or horn-shaped (referring to
the shells of these molluscs).

buck
It is a word used in English to call the male deer or rabbits.  It can also mean antelope.  Colloquially dollar, currency,
money. 

buckskin
Cabro skin.  Goat skin.  Very soft skin that can be cabro or suede.

bucle
Mean crespo, curl, cachumbo, waviness of hair.  In aviation is an also known as curl or ringlet acrobatics.  Turn round.

bucles
Means curly hair, curls, cachumbos, wavy hair.  Kinky hair.  In aviation are a few stunts also known as curls or
corkscrews.  Turns in round.

buco
You mean goat male, bastard, bastard.  It can also mean hole, hollow drilling, mouth.  Relative to the mouth.

bucofonadores
It is the set of organs that allow the formation of the sound of the human voice.  Organs that allow the articulation of the



oral language (voice) .   Literally they form sound in the mouth.  Speech or language organs.

bucoliche
It is the name of a poetic composition of Virgil.  Posted in the 38 year old to. (C).  It has 829 verses.

bucólico
It means quiet, quiet, serene, country.  Relative to the pastoral and quiet life of the countryside.  Literary genre. 

bud
It is a word from the English language meaning outbreak.  yolk or cocoon .  Also button or bloom. 

buda
In Sanskrit language it means awake or enlightened.  In terms of concept is the honorary and religious name or title
given to those who have achieved spiritual enlightenment or complete mental awakening.  Title given to those who
achieve peace of mind.  Title given to Siddhartha Gautama, Indian prince who was the initiator of Buddhism. 

budare
It is the name given to the comal or food cooking plate in Colombia and Venezuela.  It is a kitchen utensil very similar to
a pan.  There are mud and metal ones. 

budín
In Colombia we also call it pudding.  It is a fluffy dessert variety.  It is a type of food of English origin.  It can be sweet or
not. 

buen humor
It means good genius, cheerful, talkative, prankster, funny, saleroso, acute,

buen perdedor
A person who admits with height and gallantry the superiority of his adversary.  He congratulates his rival and usually
shakes his hand or raises his arm. 

buen vecino
It is a policy that you want to implement in all Colombia to promote the fraternity and peace. It started a while ago
implementing manuals of co-existence at all levels, starting with action community and condominium boards boards. It
seeks above all to promote good relations between persons starting from home. Solidarity, cordiality and respect are the
primary maxims of this doctrine.

buena papa
In Colombia it is an expression that indicates that someone is characterized by having many positive qualities and that
make him a good person: friendly.  friendly, collaborative, supportive, loyal, sincere, etc. 

buenas carnes
It is a way of saying that an animal is well presented for weighing, which is fleshy, that this fat, heavy. Looking healthy,
well developed. Torque to refer to a woman is an ordinary way of saying voluptuous.



buenaventura
In Colombia is a municipality in the Department of Valle del Cauca.  Greater port of Colombia in the Pacific coast.  It is a
name of Latin origin Spanish male.  It means good suceso.  The name of a cardinal and Holy Italian (Juan de Fidanza,
known as San Buenaventura de Bagnoregio).

buenavida
Person who only is dedicated to fully experience all the pleasures that life gives you.  Gozón.  gocetas, lifestyler.

buendía
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is a municipality located in the province of Cuenca, Castile-La Mancha, Spain. 
County name granted to the Acuña family by Alfonso of Castile.  Surname of several characters of One Hundred Years
of Solitude by Gabriel García Márquez (Colonel Aureliano Buendía, José Arcadio Buendía and all his relatives).  Last
name of Argentine footballer who plays for Aston Villa of England and his full name is Emiliano Buendía Stati.  Coffee
brand in Colombia.  Name of supermarkets in Bogotá .  

buenoparanada
In Colombia it means lazy, lazy, lazy, lazy.  Useless.

buenorra
It is a slang, offensive and vulgar way to mean good, beautiful, beautiful.  It is a term used by the people on the street.

buenos aires
Buenos Aires is the name of the capital of Argentina and a Province of that same country.  Buenos Aires is the name of
many municipalities in Spain and in several Latin American countries: Mexico, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Peru and
Colombia.  In Colombia there are several sites called Buenos Aires and it is a municipality of the Department of Cauca. 
In Brazil there is a municipality buenos Aires in the state of Pernambuco.

buenos deseos
You want to say congratulations, good intentions, good omens, bonanza, Bliss, ventura, prosperity.

buenote
It means that it is very good.  Which is kind.  We also use buenazo .  It means good-natured, kind. 

buenudo
You mean very good, kind.  It can also mean candid, naive. 

bueña
Good is the name of a municipality in the province of Teruel, in Spain.

buey
Bull or steer castrated.  Transporter male neutered and dedicated to the load, pulling a cart or to pull a plough team with
another.  Cattle castrated or castrated.

buey apis



Sacred ox of the Egyptians.  Sacred bull of the Egyptians.  Son of Isis.  He was one of the sun gods, fertility and finally
funerary.  He was also given the names of Hap.  Hepu or Epaphos.

bueyona
It means woman, women big and strong, even with something manly appearance.  Tomboy, mujeron, write.

bufa
Temporary disorder of physical and mental abilities, caused by excessive alcohol consumption.  Kind of opera of comic
and burlesque character.

bufaire
It is not a word of Spanish language but of the Calo language.  Means Delator, accusing, snitch, complainant, sneak.

bufanda
It is a garment or accessory that is wrapped around the neck and used to protect from the cold.  It is usually a strip or
long and narrow band, which is made with various materials (there are wool, silk, cotton or cloth).  It is similar to the
Basque shawl.

bufar
It means snoring loudly and emitting foaming by the mouth motivated by fury.  Snorting, gasping, snorting.

bufarra
In Argentina and Uruguay, paedophile, paedophile.  Person who is sexually attracted to minors.

bufear
Means have fun, enjoy, mocking, hesitate, take hair.  Parts of the Colombian Orinoquia is playing in the River with the
dolphins (bottlenose dolphins or freshwater dolphins).

bufeo
It is one of the common names we have the fresh water dolphin.  South American aquatic mammal.  We also say tonina,
pink dolphin or the Orinoco dolphin.  Live in the basins of the Amazon and Orinoco rivers of South America, its scientific
name is Inia geoffrensis and belongs to the Iniidae family.

bufete
In Colombia you mean desktop, usually with several drawers.  Cabinet or table to write.  It is also a lawyers office.  It is a
gallicism (comes from Bufett).

bufidos
It means dull noise emitted by a brave bull.  Strong air exhalation of a furious animal.  Snort.

bufo
In biology is the genus of toads.  It means in latin grotesque, ugly, gross.



bufonofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of toads or batrachians.  Bufophobia may also be used. 

bufonofobias
It means fear or aversion to toads or batrachians. 

bufónido
In Biology and Zoology it means that it belongs to the Family Bufonidae or more specifically to the Genus Bufo.  In this
taxonomic classification are the commonly called toads, which are amphibious batracios anuros. 

buga
It means car, carriage, wagon, cart.  In Colombia is the name of a municipality in the Department of Valle.  The official
name of the municipality is Guadalajara de Buga.  It is renowned for the Basilica of the fallen Lord.

buggy
It is a type of vehicle uncovered with wide tires, specially designed to move in the sand.  It is also called a sandbox or a
sandbox ATV.  It has no doors. 

bugi
It is an ethnic group of the septemtrional peninsula of Sulawesi Islands in Indonesia. This is a word of French origin.

bugle
It is the name of a wind musical instrument.  It is usually a metal conical tube of various shapes.  Name given to a
hunting horn (usually buffalo). 

buglosa
It is one of the common names of a plant of the borage family.  It is also known by the names of cow tongue, ox tongue,
tongue, mellow, argamala and argámula.  Its scientific name is Anchusa officinalis and belongs to the family
Boraginaceae.  It has medicinal uses.  Its leaves are large and covered with lint.

bugueño
It means native to Buga, a Colombian municipality that belongs to the Department of Valle del Cauca.  Surname of a
Chilean footballer, who plays for Santiago Morning.  Its full name is René Alexis Bugueño Zenteno .  Play as a defender.
 In Colombia it is a kind of walk that integrates many people, many times without having been invited.  Popular. 

buhar
It means fisgar, watch, browse, rubberneck, stalking, investigate, spying, meddling, snoop around.

buharda
It is the early word of attic.  Upper part of a house next to the roof.  Window protruding vertically on a roof.  Attic,
boardilla, ladder sliding.

buharro
It's the name of a black plumage bird.  It is one of the common names that receives the common crow or bugle.  It



belongs to the Corvidae family. 

buhágana
It is one of the names with which a Colombian indigenous people settled in the southern part of the Department of
Vaupés is designated.  They are also called Macuna, Makuna.  It is also called the language they speak. 

buhoma
It is the name of a locality and a region of Uganda.  It is important for ecotourism.  In the area is the mountain gorilla.

buhoneros
Plural of buhonero .  It is the same thing we call in Colombia, puppy, jewelry, trinket seller, informal seller.  Person
engaged in the street sale of low-value goods. 

buiga
In Mexico, they use it to harass, hasten to ask that something be done faster.  Hurry up! fast! soon!.  It also means
search, investigate and find out.

buigas
It is a surname of Spanish origin of Catalan origin.  Cayetano Buigas was a great Spanish architect.  He was the one
who made the Columbus Monument of Barcelona.

buitrago
It is a surname of Spanish, very common origin in Colombia, especially in the paisa (old Caldas and Antioquia).  It is the
name of a town and a Spanish municipality in the province of Soria (Castilla-León).  Surname of popular Colombian
tropical music singer called William of Jesús Buitrago Henríquez and more known as Guillermo Buitrago and nicknamed
"the goldfinch from the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta".  Last name of famous Colombian cyclist nacudo in Pereira,
called Roberto "pajarito" Buitrago.

buitraguito
It is the pseudonym that met Julio Cesar Sanjuan Escorcia, who won a contest of Discos Fuentes to replace Jesús
Guillermo Buitrago Henríquez (Guillermo Buitrago), who died at an early age.  Very listened, Colombian tropical pop
singer in December.  He was one of the first members of Bovea and his Vallenatos.

buitre
Common name of a bird of prey .  Very bad person, evil.  Name of a mountain in the state of Mérida in Venezuela.  it is
also called Micanon.  Name of a mountain of Spain, in the Province of Almería ( Sierra Nevada ) .  Name of a villainous
character from Marbel.  Nickname of a Spanish footballer.  called Emilio Butragueño Santos. 

buitre cabeza roja
It is one of the common names of an American scavenger bird.  It is also called American vulture, guala, zope, zopilote,
cute, aura, jote, cockin, turkey chicken, headbutt.  Its scientific name is Cathartes aura and belongs to the family
Cathartidae.

buitre egipcio
It is a species of scavenger bird dell North Africa and is migratory.  It is also called alimoche, abanto or guirre.  Its



scientific name is Neophron percnopterus and belongs to the family Accipitridae .

buitrón
It is a type of network that is used in fishing, which has taper, Butron.  Hole making a roof thieves to steal.  Fireplace,
nozzle through which the smoke.  Artifice that is made with a network of branches and thorns used to hunt animals.

bujarro
Person who is attracted to those of the same sex.  It is a term used in Spain.  That he likes his congeners. 

buje
In Colombia is a plastic guard of any mechanism.  Plastic part that protects a balinera.  Rubber or plastic protector.

bujería
It means trinket, baubles, low-value merchandise, jewelry.  It can also mean lie, embused, falsehood, unfounded,
slander. 

bujío
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia, buhío or spark plug, is another name given to the owl, also called tenanero, murruco,
cuckoo, stilt.  It is a small owl, of the Strigidae family.  Its scientific name is Athene cunicularia.

buki
In the Mexican Yaqui language means child.

bul
It is the name of the eighth lunar month on the sacredness of the Jews (Israelites) calendar and the second of the civil
calendar (Dius to the Macedonians).  It is a root that means give, produce.  Month of sowings, Hesvan.

bula
It was a type of badge in the form of a medal or amulet that children of noble Roman families wore around their necks. 
Name of a town in Angola in Bengo Province.  Privilege that releases from an obligation, granting a grace or privilege. 
Pontifical document dealing with issues of faith. 

bulawa
Bulawa or bulava was the baton of command, sceptre or ceremonial Mace used by senior military in between the
Cossacks (called Hetman).  Term used in Poland, Russia and Ukraine.

bulbariando
The correct term is Balbuziando. It is not a word in the Spanish language, but Italian. It means stammering. It is an
inflection of babble. Balbucir, stuttering, tartajear. Bulbarindo is a curious name of male used in Mexico.

bulbo
In Anatomy it is a body or lump of rounded shape, present in several organs.  In Botany it is a type of rounded bud,
formed by a thick yolk and several layers that coat it.  A classic example is onion. 



buldar
It is a community for curious, enthusiasts and experts on video games, hardware and technology in general.

buldózer
Machinery is quite heavy which serves to remove large amounts of Earth pushing a large blade, called plaque.

bule
It is one of the common names in Mexico of the Crescentia cujete, totumo gourd tree.  It is the family Bignoniaceae.  It
receives many common names in each country.  Guaje ( 41 Mexico; , morro, cutuco ( El Salvador ) Taparo, totumo or
pumpkin ( Colombia ) , Calabash in Central America.

bulear
It means mock, taunt, tease sarcastically.  English is bulling.  It is not yet approved by the Royal Academy of the
language, but in Colombia the term is widely used.

bulerías
Name that is given to the typical and popular Andalusian singing, which is accompanied by a rather sonorous clapping. 
Very lively Andalusian dance.  Name of David Bisbal's fourth official single album. 

bulet
The correct term is bullet.  It is an English word which means bullet.

bulgar
It may be that they ask for Bulgar.  so is the name of a 7th century Visigothic count.  Also called Bulgaranus.  The
correct term is vulgar, with v.  It means ordinary, common, popular, general, simple.  It also means foul, rude, ramplón.

bulimina
In Medicine is the name of an eating behavior disorder that can have serious consequences for the patient's health.  It is
also often called bulimia or bulimine nervosa.  The patient has a high intake, but vomiting is caused.  In Biology it is the
name of a genus of ameboid protists who live among the sediments, especially marine (benthic).  They belong to the
family Buliminidae .

bulina
In Nautical, it is each of the ropes with which the square sails of a boat are stretched.  In Mexico it is the name of a mass
that is obtained by rocking the beans.  Pasta, dough or bean cake.

bulista
It is the name given to the religious in charge of officially settling and registering the bulls dictated by the Supreme
Pontiff.  Pope's scribe.

bulí
It is another of the names of one of the largest palm trees in the world.  Its scientific name is Corypha umbraculifera and
belongs to the family Arecaceae.  It is also known as burí, corifa or ceylon palm.  



bulla
In Colombia is a surname.  In Colombia it means noise, hustle and bustle, clamor, pomp, battering, scandal, riot.

bullanga
It means hubbub, noise, revelry.  Bustle made by a tumult or group of people. 


